STUCK IN SPACE
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Two friends were stuck on the moon because their spaceship broke.

Gabi, and her best friend Sam were trying to fix their spaceship. The engine wasn't working.
They found an old space station and they searched for supplies.

KOKO, their purple parakeet, searched small areas the friends couldn't look in. KOKO found a key. It opened a box in the control room. It had tools they could use to fix their spaceship.
Sam and Gabi were surprised to find tools. They were lucky that K0K0 was there. After they were done checking the old space station they looked for other buildings.
The friends saw a tall and skinny alien it was afraid of them so he ran away. So, they chased after his footprints they realized that the alien was shy.
"Hey the two friends said. "Please stop running we just want to be friends!" Sam said. "Our spaceship is broken!" Gabi yelled. The alien stopped and said, "I know how to fix space ships. I will help you if you read me my favorite books." "OK," said Gabi.
The alien brought his three favorite books, Bad Kitty, Dinotrux, and Llama llama red pajama. The two friends took turns reading the books.

The alien started fixing the spaceship engine. Sam and Gabi said, “Thank you!”
“Phew,” Sam said. “We are finally going home,” said Gabi.